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Baudelaire's relationship with music has a long history. Celebrated settings of his poetry by famous composers include songs by Debussy, Duparc, and Fauré dating from the late nineteenth century. Driven in part by their engagement with Baudelaire's complex verse, these composers contributed new developments to the classical mélodie or art song form. Mélodie combined verse poems with music for voice and piano in such a way as to make greater technical and interpretative demands of singers and pianists than had been the case during the previous generation in France during which simple salon songs such as the strophic romance or chanson were popular. The complexity associated with Baudelaire's poetry and how this influenced his composers is, in fact, mirrored by the way Baudelaire himself was earlier influenced by the complex and large-scale dramatic music of nineteenth-century German opera composer Richard Wagner, as attested by the poet's famous article on Wagner following the 1861 Tannhäuser debacle at the Paris Opera. However, Baudelaire's relationship with music extends far beyond the domain of canonical classical composers such as Debussy and Wagner, and yet his influence on future song composition based on his poetry remains largely overlooked by the critical scholarship. By privileging the peripheries of music associated with Baudelaire, and specifically music inspired by Baudelaire's poetry well beyond his own era and country, this article sets out to explore the text/sound interface between Baudelaire's poetry and electronic music reimaginings of his work by 1960s American experimental electronica by Ruth
White. It will question the extent to which White, inspired by Baudelaire's own ambivalent use of voice, creates strange and difficult-to-locate voices in her song settings. By approaching White's soundtracks with close critical attention to how the different electronic layers alters the text and its comprehensibility, it will examine the shifting boundaries of aural landscapes derived from Baudelaire's verse.
To select White's 1969 album Flowers of Evil as the main corpus for examination here means examining why her electronic settings of Baudelaire have largely remained on the peripheries of comparative Baudelaire scholarship. In fact Baudelaire's poetry has often frequented diverse, nonclassical, and indeed non-canonical musical contexts, such as popular chanson, gothic rock, or for publication in Comparative Critical Studies 12.3 (2015) 3 extreme metal, but only scant attention has been afforded to these more popular and/or experimental dimensions of the reception of Baudelaire's poetry in musical contexts. This is perhaps surprising given that Baudelaire himself enjoyed the work of popular songwriters such as Pierre Dupont, but this is a fact which scholars have often struggled to reconcile with the seemingly intense 'literariness' of his poetry. 1 When Baudelaire's poetry has been examined in relation to music other than classical art song or his musings on Wagner, it has typically been in the context of the French chanson fascination with his poetry, such as the work of Léo Ferré in his centenary album recording of poems from Les Fleurs du Mal or Serge Gainsbourg's 1962 setting of 'Le Serpent qui danse'. This very French tradition of chanson, with a singer-songwriter often self-accompanying on guitar or keyboard, is not, of itself, particularly unfamiliar territory for Baudelaire's poetry: French chansonniers of the 1930s-1990s frequently had recourse to French poetry of the nineteenth century (especially Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and Hugo, particularly by Ferré and Brassens), in part because using respected poetic texts also conferred some additional artistic weight to their own oeuvre. 2 Moreover, this is in fact an extension of work by an earlier generation of French poetcomposers in the late nineteenth century who set Baudelaire's poetry to music in a style more suited to the cabaret or café-concert than the recital room, such as Maurice Rollinat in the 1880s. 3 This points towards an important reception context for Baudelaire's poetry; in the chanson mode, his poetry features prominently in the reception patterns of the general public in France, predominantly linked with song formats which deploy lyrical-melodic and therefore highly 'singable' text-setting techniques, often mirrored on speech rhythms of the poem, yet this goes against the grain of much of the critical-academic discourse on Baudelaire and song. 4 A trenchant perception still remains regarding the aesthetic hierarchies of art song and popular song in relation to Baudelaire's poetry which has yet to be fully overcome. 5 Responding to this issue requires expanding the field of knowledge of Baudelaire's word-music relations, and delving into the unfamiliar and underfrequented musical contexts that his poetry began to inhabit over the course of the twentieth century as it moves beyond France, such as the experimental electronic music of Ruth White. 6 for publication in Comparative Critical Studies 12.3 (2015) 4 White's place within this reception history sits in relation to the transcultural and translingual transfer of Baudelaire's poetry in the early years of the twentieth century. Baudelaire's verse began to exceed its national boundaries and move far beyond its closely-related French aesthetic and musical milieus of the salon, the mélodie, and the chanson from c.1900 onwards. As this happens, his poetry is also subjected to an additional layer of transfer, as the text is translated into the vernacular. While, for reasons of space, this article will not examine in detail the translation losses and gains enacted upon his poetry by his translators, it will scrutinise the role the translator has to play alongside the composer in this process of transfer, and question the extent to which both these figures can be considered to be 'literary critics' or 'critical readers' of Baudelaire's work. In so doing, this article will test the hypothesis that the composer-translator adds further layers of complexity to the voices of his poetry, in such a way as to create increasingly challenging soundworlds which shatter the already fragile categories of 'poetry' and 'music' as distinct elements. The alliance between text and sound, it is suggested, becomes increasingly complicated by dislocated voices in a foreign tongue and in an experimental musical genre such that the relationship between poem and music is permeated by heightened levels of strangeness.
When analysing word-music relations it is tempting to take the straightforward view that poem + music = song. In fact, as scholars such as Steven P. Scher and Eric Prieto have outlined, there are many more layers of complexity which derive from the combinatory possibilities. 7 Even the most straightforward assumption of 'vocal music' is complicated by the extent to which either words or music are present. Scher suggests that only when literary text and musical composition are simultaneously present and bound as a 'symbiotic construct' can a piece of vocal music be considered a 'fully-fledged work of art'. 8 These views throw into sharper relief the possibility of many more gradations of works that sit on the margins of being 'fully-fledged' vocal music, particularly if we take into account Prieto's more nuanced views of metaphorical, cognitive, and structural relations between the different art forms. For example, where, as traditional music analysis has foregrounded, art song sets a poem to music scored for solo voice and accompanying for publication in Comparative Critical Studies 12.3 (2015) 5 instrument (typically piano, harp, or guitar), it always results in some level of disruption to the poetic text, such as displaced meter, word changes, stanza or line omissions, and repeated lines or words.
Such disruptions can better be understood more neutrally as necessary manipulations to the poetic text on the part of the composer who negotiates the oral and aural boundaries of poetry as a performed medium not cognate with but related to music. Not only are manipulations to the poetic text permissible according to unwritten conventions of song setting, but they also highlight the requirement for flexibility in negotiating the demands of the poetic text and those of the musical score. It then becomes the performer's role to engage with that flexible musical reading of the poem text, to acknowledge -as Lawrence Kramer suggests -the mobility of both art forms that is always at stake when words and music interrelate. 9 Accepting the mobility of both poetry and music in song settings, additional features can be built into the song framework which further complicate the song form, such as an expanded number of vocal and instrumental lines or translation of the poem text into another language prior to being set to music in the foreign-language version. This view of song as a necessarily complicated arrangement between poem and music suggests that the categories of poem and music constantly permeate each other. This, in turn, raises questions about how to validly interrogate the highly mobile features of song, given the differing levels of perceived 'strangeness' that this permeation can enact. In order to critique and evaluate how and why certain song settings of Baudelaire's poetry have remained on the periphery of critical analysis (and indeed public reception), three core areas for analysis emerge:
(1) construction -the practical concerns of selecting and combining poem(s) and music in a given (or newly-created) song form;
(2) voice -the aesthetic concerns of language choice, subjectivity, and agency in performance;
(3) text/sound interface -the relationships between practical and aesthetic concerns on the micro and macro levels (including syllabic stress, word choice, or poetic/song structures at a given point in the song framework).
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White's Flowers of Evil album offers both an important case study to test out the proposed analytical approach, and a significant example of adding layers of complexity to the already mobile features of song, notably the elements of translation and multi-layered electronic instrumentation.
The undeniable strangeness of the album remains difficult to pin down, however, and this 'strangeness' merits further analysis to establish whether it comes from the selection and configuration of the poems (construction), the choice of language and performer (voice), the text setting techniques such as repetition, omission, or overlaying (text/sound interface), or a combination of all of these elements.
White describes her Flowers of Evil album as 'an electronic setting of the poem [sic] of Charles
Baudelaire'. 10 This barely prepares the listener for what is to follow: a series of heavily manipulated electronic compositions, deploying innovative techniques generated by the then very new Moog modular synthesizer, combining White's solo voice with music concrète techniques which deploy acousmatic sounds derived from both conventional musical instruments and electronic generators.
In addition to this new aural landscape, White develops her own (prose) translations of Baudelaire's poetry into English in such a way as to further manipulate both Baudelaire's verse and her own voice(s) through multi-layered performances on analogue recording devices. In releasing her 12-inch vinyl album with Limelight Records in 1969, White opted for the title Flowers of Evil. Her choice of album title suggests an attempt at the apparently simple approach of direct equivalence in her translation, and this is indeed a feature of White's versions of Baudelaire throughout the album, in which the French poem is consistently replaced with her own 'direct' English-language versions. In White's own words: 'In the translations, there was no attempt to rhyme the verse as in the original French poems. I tried only to keep the language as direct and simple as possible'. 11 White's close engagement with Baudelaire as she reworks his language into her own suggests at once an intimacy with the Baudelairean text and a pushing away from it: the contention here is that the 'composertranslator' settings by White serve as a means to rethink word-music relations in Baudelaire as a close interaction with the poetic text on multiple levels (construction, voice, text/sound interface).
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Construction
White offers us a 9-track album lasting just over 33 minutes and culminating in by far the longest and most demanding of all the songs, the final B-side track Litanies of Satan (see Table 1 ): White's programming choices here may at first glance seem relatively straightforward; the majority of poems are selected from the longest section of Les Fleurs du Mal, the 'Spleen et Idéal' section, and this seems to tally with other composers' choices of text. However, of the poems selected by White, there is in fact a predominance of poems that are rarely chosen to be set to music (see Table   2 ): That the album includes only one poem that is frequently selected by composers to set to music tells us less about that poem (which directly evokes music), and more about White's apparent predilection for the rarer poems (White does not select any other supposedly 'musical' poems).
Moreover, the fact that the set culminates with a setting of 'Les Litanies de Satan' is revealing: not only is it a poem that is rarely used by composers or songwriters, but it is also rarely examined in the critical scholarship on Baudelaire. This shows White making a bold choice, attempting something that at once challenges her listeners, and moves far beyond any kind of comfortable or positive relationship between words and music (and an aesthetic ideal) that has so often been identified in the settings of 'Harmonie du soir', for example, and disproportionately promoted to date by scholars on Baudelaire. 13 understanding of the interactions taking place when a poem is reconfigured to form a song setting: it is not a perfect or uncomplicated combination of two art forms, but a porous interaction, in a hybrid context created by the new oppositional combinations. Yet this, in itself, is not sufficient to contribute to a reading of White's settings as wholly strange or unusual; in fact, although she selects a particularly unusual poem to set to music with 'Les Litanies de Satan', the overall selection and construction techniques which re-order the nine poems are not, of themselves, especially unusual.
If there is anything unusual in White's approach, it is to be found in her overarching ethos as set out in her liner notes: 'To me, Baudelaire's poems are of such unique power that they always seem to rise above the level of the personal and sometimes existential nature of their content. In this composition, I have attempted to parallel the transcendental qualities of the poetry through for publication in Comparative Critical Studies 12.3 (2015) 11 electronic means.' 15 White thus highlights how her composition process is not one which seeks to absorb or integrate Baudelaire's poetry into a coherent new whole, but one which allows elements to work in parallel. The parallel White offers, however, is not parallel language (the English is not presented alongside the French), but a form of parallel analogue that works at the levels of aesthetic and linguistic remove (the electronic music alongside her own English translation of a poetic idea).
The supposed simplicity of this approach, like the apparent straightforwardness of the directly equivalent translations, belies a layer of complexity that is to be found embedded on a deeper level within her album through her exploitation of auditory space. Translation is not only an account of a text but an account of a response to a text, of cohabitation with a text. We read translations not only to understand the ST better, but also to come to know another reader, and to come to know about the process of translation. (p. 181).
The dialogue allows, as White herself identified, different elements of the text to co-exist alongside each other in parallel ('cohabitation') and, for Scott this means that the translator-in-dialogue also plays the role of literary critic. As Scott acknowledges: 'translation is not an intenser form of literary criticism, but is one of the few ways we have of making manifest what reading has released in us' (p. 101). This idea of showing half a dialogue, of producing an account of a response to a text, highlights the agency of the translator in both the reading and the rewriting process. Another way of 'making manifest' a reading of a text is through in a cognate kind of rewriting (as White's case foregrounds) which opens up the possibility for different types of vocal interactions: setting a poem for publication in Comparative Critical Studies 12.3 (2015) 13 to music. Where Scott identifies the literary critic in the translator, Michael Allis, in his analysis of word/music relations, identifies the literary critic in the composer, suggesting that composers present us with 'critical readings' of a poem they have set to music which offer a 'significant contribution to the literary debate over the meaning of the poem'. 20 With White's Flowers of Evil we are able to access a doubly-reinforced manifestation of her critical engagement with Baudelaire's poetry, both in her translations and in her musical readings of the poems. Because White does not sing her translated texts, her settings of Baudelaire are not voiced explicitly as (lyrical) songs, but as something more hybrid, closer to declamation of the poem, using the voice in a way which inheres to speech but tends towards music. By choosing to retain the spoken voice, White presents us with something that seeks to retain the poem as poem rather than transpose it wholesale into song. The privileged use of voice in White's settings, while complicated through its dehumanizing techniques, thus works on multiple levels: it shows her in dialogue with Baudelaire's text, cohabiting with it, and critiquing it, but not absorbing or integrating it fully into music. It is thus at the level of vocal manipulations that White's settings increasingly privilege strangeness; we have neither poem nor song, but a flexible and multi-layered musical form.
Text/Sound Interface
To better understand what is at stake in the heavily processed nature of the voice deployed by White, it is helpful to examine the subtle manipulations that White has enacted upon the text in each track of the album. In her dehumanizing use of voice, White exploits the text/sound interface through the layering techniques afforded by her state-of-the-art recording equipment and multiinstrumentalist facility. In each track, White problematizes the location of voice sources, not just of the textual spoken-sung voice of the English translation, but also of other instrumental lines in which it is difficult to discern, for example, whether it is a traditional instrument (guitar, accordion, piano) or an electronic synthesised sound created by analogue monosynth which exploits its closeness to, yet difference from, acoustic instruments: 21 1. 'The Clock' deploys excessive reverb on the vocal line which makes it hard to distinguish the words. White speaks largely on a monotone (deploying limited inflection) intensifying the foreboding final call of the poem 'it is too late'.
'
Evening Harmony' is one of the rare 'lyrical' songs of the set (perhaps not surprising for the one 'famous' poem in the set which also directly references music). Its lyricism is not, however, in the vocal line, but in the melodic line set up in the musical introduction on guitar sounds that partially mimic French accordion music of the chanson genre, using an underlying waltz rhythm (referencing the 'valse mélancolique' metaphor of vv. 4 & 7) . The spoken voice phases across the stereo sound spectrum, such that locating the source of the voice is sometimes problematic. The repetition inherent to the pantoum form of the poem is picked up in repeated musical material throughout the song which also disrupts the notion of textual or musical boundaries (with no clear beginning or endpoint). 4. 'Owls', by contrast, is almost predominantly voice-generated. It selects notes on which to chant each stanza, with only the occasional semitone shift in each stanza which destabilise the root of the tone structure. Nonetheless, it is the most tonal of all the compositions, and the only one that could potentially be sung and performed 'conventionally'.
'Lover's Wine

'
Mists and Rains' exploits the panning effects of the synthesizer using the full stereo spectrum, and adds in some traditional 'word-painting' techniques but using modern manipulation of the sounds (notably of dripping water). In this way, the spoken text remains clear because it is supported by the selection of electronic sounds which reinforce rather for publication in Comparative Critical Studies 12.3 (2015) 15 than undermine, but the location of the voice is constantly shifting through the auditory space.
6. 'The Irremediable' exploits slowed-down speech with extensive reverb. The synthesized sounds throughout culminate in a siren wail after the words 'consciousness in evil' to signal the start of what seems to be a coda. In fact, White completely re-orders the poem text, beginning with the two short stanzas of part II of the poem. After the supposed 'coda'
following part II, White then introduces new echoing musical material, almost in canon, which leads back into the start of the poem (part I) at 3'16. Whereas part II was heavily slowed down, she speaks part I at standard tempo, with limited reverb allowing a brief moment of textual clarity. To privilege the comprehensibility of the text at this particular moment, the musical accompaniment slowly tails off, such that the final stanza comprises just the solo voice uttering the haunting words 'All these emblems, perfect pictures of an unchangeable fate, they make us think that whatever he does the introduces increasingly defamiliarizing techniques that contribute to the 'strangeness' of her settings of Baudelaire. It is not just the choice of English-language translation (which reveal her as a 'critical reader' of Baudelaire, in dialogue with his poetry), but also the decision to dehumanise and dislocate the multi-layered voices within her settings, which contribute to this sense of 'strangeness'.
Significantly, the effects created by White in Flowers of Evil challenge our conceptions of comprehensibility pertaining to the nature of the human voice and its relationship to both poetic and musical language. Nonetheless, we should be wary of reviewing these findings in isolation.
Finding settings against which to evaluate White's supposed 'strangeness' is not straightforward, particularly since the nature of comparative song analysis to date has tended to focus on trying to evaluate which translation or setting is nominally 'better'. Only very recent scholarship in the fields of translation studies and word and music studies has begun to challenge the value-laden judgements often cast in comparative approaches, and it is from these that we can take our lead in order to examine specific technical aspects of related settings. 22 In the case of comparative settings of White's versions of Baudelaire, the works of two other female, American, experimental composers, broadly contemporary with White come to mind. All three women opted to set 'Les Litanies de Satan' to music in a twenty-year period (1963) (1964) (1965) (1966) (1967) (1968) (1969) (1970) (1971) (1972) (1973) (1974) (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) repetitions of the refrain), and although she makes some errors of pronunciation (e.g. pronouncing the 't' on the end of 'tort' and 'fort' line-end rhyme words in vv. [4] [5] , her delivery is weighty and redolent of the traditional French style of poetry declamation. However, the electronic scoring, and the extent of manipulation afforded to the text remind us of the distance Galás creates from the tradition of French declamation styles. After the first four couplets, which take up the only first two minutes of the track, Galás repeats the refrain and adds in a highly distorted low-tessitura voice (a slowed-down version of the opening couplets), layered with heightened electronic effects, gradually increasing tempo in order to reiterate a sped-up high-tessitura version of the same opening couplets. This technique is akin to the 'theme and variations' technique deployed by classical composers, reusing material in different tempi and pitches, remaining recognisable as the 'original' theme but taking that theme to unfamiliar places. In the case of Galás' setting, the voices and sounds become more and more distorted as the track progresses, turning into terrifying screams, howls, shrieks, and grunts in incomprehensible vocalisations. The uncompromising demands of the track challenge the boundaries of where noise becomes music, and vice versa, such that the text/sound interface is effectively shattered. The audible poem recitation returns briefly after c.13 minutes, deploying stretto entries which further compromise comprehensibility as they become increasingly intractable. At c.16 minutes, Galás allows the poem text to become comprehensible once again with a full recitation of the final 'Prière' section of the poem; however, she declaims the prayer in such a way as to exploit the violence of the consonants, and the eeriness of the vowel sounds when extended excessively. The overall effect of the track is one of virtuoso performance and original interpretation of what is already a challenging Baudelaire poem. That the opening and the closing sections of the poem are voiced in comprehensible French suggests that the inner sections of highly distorted vocal and musical language could contain the remainder of the long poem; the intervening 11 couplets and refrains are technically unheard (because they are undiscernible), but this does not mean that they remain completely unvoiced. The multiple layers for publication in Comparative Critical Studies 12.3 (2015) 20 afforded to the track by electronic means -particularly tape speed changes, and vocal gymnasticsreveal how Galás takes her interpretation of Baudelaire to the furthest extremes, expanding the palette of his poetry into auditory and musical territories rarely ventured into elsewhere. Where
Gideon's setting is more conventional than White's, Galás' offers a significantly more extreme version of the vocal manipulation technique, in part demonstrating how a wider spectrum is now available to her through further technological advancements in the electronic recording medium than was available to White in the late 1960s. Galás' example, alongside White's, suggests that developments in electronic technology play a significant role in the reception of Baudelaire's poetry in unfamiliar contexts; the newness of the technology thus enables unusual performances.
The desire to use Baudelaire's poetry as a means to enable composers to also showcase new technology shows how his texts appealed to composers as ripe for offering new ways of creating and capturing sound, and expanding the overall musical-poetic palette by interrogating the possibilities of the human voice and the text/sound interface. The development of electronica from the 1960s onwards showcases a new cohort of critical readers of Baudelaire who work at the level of vocal interaction through manipulations which dehumanise, defamiliarise, and dislocate his already complexly voiced poetic texts. For the poet of modernity, such technological developments afford new ways of testing out the comprehensibility of poetry through the transformed soundscapes that they can create, suggesting that the critical readings that emerge from the work of composers, and particularly composer-translators, radically expand the cultural reception of Baudelaire's poetry into less familiar aesthetic territories.
